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Ration and Soap Distribution COVID 19 Creativities 

“ In the beginning of lock down, 11 families in my area were 

struggling for food, as  many  of  them  are daily wagers,   single  

mothers, UAM, and  pregnant women. They were scared  of  

police and other Indians in the area, so they  could  not go and 

collect food from the  govt food  distribution  venue.  

I collected food for them by standing in long queue 

 and delivered in their houses” . - Zungtang 

 

2660 families received ration kits  
1278 packets of cooked food were distributed 

 

2447 families received Dettol soaps 

#Vikaspuri   # Hastal   # Seetapuri & C1  # Wazirabad   #Bhogal   

# Malviyanagar   # Khajurikhas   # Shaheenbagh    

# MadanpurKhader  # NCR areas    
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Distribution of Subsistence Allowance   
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“I am a single mother of five children, depend on SA for our      

survival. We were really panic as we thought we wouldn’t     

receive SA this time. But BOSCO and UNHCR made it possible 

and I received my SA cheque at door step. When I saw BOSCO 

staff standing in front of my door with cheque, really I saw God 

in him. Thanks to BOSCO and UNHCR” - Lal Khaw Ngaihi 

                                                                      (Chin Refugee) 

312 PoCs received their subsistence allowance 
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Distribution of sanitary napkin 

415 refugee females received sanitary napkins in Wazirabad, Vikaspuri and Bhogal areas  

Distribution of Harpic toilet cleaner 

260 refugees received Harpic toilet cleaner 

“ I have four members in my family. In this lockdown period, I am not able to go out for work so 

I was worried of my family and how we can overcome this difficult time. BOSCO and UNHCR 

has supported me with ration, soaps, sanitary napkin, and harpic. Now we are at home and feel 

safe.  I really appreciate UNHCR and BOSCO for the necessary support in this difficult time”. 

                                                                                                               - Thein Soe (Chin Refugee)  

“ I have family of eight members, when we receive messages from BOSCO about the importance 

of stay home to fight against COVID 19, we were worried how we can survive in this lockdown 

period as we have financial problem. In right time BOSCO helped us with ration, soaps, sanitary 

napkin, harpic cleaner. Now we are able to stay home and take precautionary measures to fight 

against the pandemic”.  - Yasmin Zaki  (Afghan Refugee)  
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Online Bridge and Tuition classes 

Bridge students: 185 
Tuition students: 65 

are part of online classes  

Bridge and Tuition students with their homework given by BOSCO teachers 

 
“I am happy to see my children are using my phone for seeing the work 

given by their teachers and to interact with them. Otherwise they used to 

take phone only for gaming and watching videos”.  

                                 - Parasto Sultani (Parent), Afghan Asylum seeker 

Staff is working from home to design lessons and assignments.  
The work done by students is also being assessed.  
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Online Training classes 

Teachers are  

organising Zoom video 

conference for English, 

Hindi and Computer 

classes 

English, Hindi, and Computer classes: 595 

NIOS: 238 

Total attendance in classes organised through Zoom, Facebook and WhatsApp 

“ The most useful thing during this quarantine is learning, it doesn't matter how we are 

learning, at lest we are getting some thing useful. Thank you BOSCO for organising 

this facility for us”. - Nargis Faqiri (NIOS and Upper Intermediate) Afghan Refugee 

“ This lockdown period is very useful for me as I am involved in studies 

through out the day. Online classes of BOSCO helps me to use Facebook 

and Whatsup for the study purpose. Thank you all for helping us to use our 

social media in a proper way”.   

                   - Mariam Quaraishy (English Intermediate), Afghan Refugee 
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COVID 19 Awareness programmes and other sessions by  
DAFI,  Youth club, Children’s club and Women’s club 

 

Contributing in the fight against COVID19 : DAFI scholars distributing hand made masks for 
free in their neighbourhood community for coronavirus prevention and response.  

Youth and children’s club members encouraging everyone to  
Stay Home and Stay Safe  

 
Yuva youth club members making 

arrangements for ration distribution 

at Bhogal. 

 
 

Youngistan youth club members 

helping BOSCO staff in distribution 

at Budella 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/covid19?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCUNSdYwQJZ4Dq1VRTFzwyswoUVGBVkt3ChyiPLitljoZF9sKOe8ScV0h9gt06IKFf6YT-RT3XD4_Nixr9-QDNPt90qEjooHacShTYYHcs2M3KxrMpSiR1ZVK9o7aiXlruQ_taCX_XTI_ClHscl0LhkwNUTcJvfyAr1fFJU-SF
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Innovations of COVID time 

“ This is the first time I attended video conference         

organised by BOSCO. We discussed about COVID 19 

precautionary measures. All the participants of my 

women’s club were     informed to wash their hands, to 

wear mask, and to stay home. Thank you very much for 

giving us new experience with video conference and 

considering our safety in this pandemic situation”.  

    -Ms.Kunsuma, Shaheenbagh (Rohingyan Refugee) 

Painting and poster completion by Malviyanagar children’s club  

Malviyanagar women’s club  organised cooking activity with their members 

 

Refugee Assistance Programme 
 

UNHCR-BOSCO initiative 
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Refugee Assistance Programme 
 

UNHCR-BOSCO initiative 
 

Thank You 
Distribution Heroes of BOSCO 

I thank all of you who are in the field for distribution. A special thanks to all the 

team leaders who are coordinating all these field operations, without your  support 

we would not have been able to do what we have done so far and what we have 

planned to do. I am also grateful to all the others who are working tirelessly to 

reach out to our beneficiaries through various online platforms. YOU are truly a 

legion of CHAMPIONS! - Biju Akkilettu, SDB (Director, BOSCO) 


